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1. Motivation
TextGrid is not only a Virtual Research Environment but also an infrastructure enabling the
collective utilisation and exchange of data, tools and methods. One of the most important
components of this infrastructure is a Grid-based repository ensuring the sustainable availability of and access to research data, the so-called TextGrid Rep. While the tool development
and the user interface (TextGrid Lab) naturally has to focus on the needs of only a few disciplines (German literature and linguistics, classical philology, musicology, history of arts), the
TextGrid infrastructure is designed to be as open and flexible as possible – in order to play a
part in the larger world of digital ecosystems [5, 43] – "open, loosely coupled, demand-driven,
domain clustered, agent-based self organized collaborative environment[s] where species/agents form a temporary coalition (or longer term) for a specific purpose or goals, and
everyone is proactive and responsive for its own benefit or profit" [23].
If anything characterises Arts and Humanities' research best, then it is diversity and heterogeneity – contrasting (or better: amending) the frequently invoked data deluge [1, 37] with a
complexity deluge [15, 27]. Federating repositories – and more or less directly – attached
VREs, fosters heterogeneity, while enabling interoperability between diverse repository systems and other agents in an open repository environment1.
The two principles – open and generic (TextGrid Rep) vs. specialised (TextGrid Lab) – may
seem to be contradictory at first sight, and they reflect the contradictions in the original requirements for enabling idiosyncratic research questions and methodologies while fostering
collaboration and interoperability. However, they are only contradictory at first sight, when
aiming to build a comprehensive system that fulfils all the posed requirements. Yet, TextGrid
is not so much a system as rather an open platform that enables scholars to adapt the environment to their needs.

Figure 1. TextGrid – Architecture
Tharam Dillon et al. identify the following three features as general architectural design principles for open environments: loosely-coupled, simple, and decentralised (cf. the “Evolution-
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ary CUBE”, [26]). Frank Buschmann et al. support this with two similar attributes for quality
interfaces (with respect to Interface Partitioning): “expressiveness and simplicity”, as well as
“loose coupling and stability”. [18]
loosely-coupled – “The core principle behind loose coupling is to reduce the assumptions two parties (components, applications, services, programs, users) make about
each other when they exchange information.” (cf. [41], page 10) Reduction of assumptions comes in many interrelated facets ([49] identified 12 such facets). When optimising along these facets and thus raising the degree of loose-coupling, systems become
more extensible and have the potential to grow and scale rapidly – characteristics displayed e.g. by the RESTful architectural style. [31]
simple – Simplicity manifests in a focused set of capabilities and stripped-down interfaces. This may be achieved e.g. by pruning complexity, by taking assumptions between the two parties (which works against the previous point on loose-coupling), or
by decomposing complexity into simple modules moving complexity from a single
service to the overall system.
decentralised – Both, loose-coupling and simplicity further the independence of individual components, avoid lock-in into a specific component and enable the components to evolve independent from each other. This applies for interaction between specific components in a designed system, and it equally applies for external components.
It is the link between internal and external components that is changing as repositories
embed external infrastructure and added-value services. Vice versa, an open (i.e.
loosely-coupled, simple, and decentralised) design allows repository-based applications and other components to interact with an existing system, thus enabling its anarchic growth. Following the mantra of the Common Repositories Interface Group
(CRIG) [42]: “The coolest thing to do with your data [and services] will be thought of
by someone else.”
These three values are the basis for moving from a single integrated repository system to a
larger, open repository environment, since they facilitate the interaction of multiple, decentralised agents (repositories, added-value services, repository-based applications, etc.).
Based on these considerations, the repository reference architecture (cf. figure 2) consists of
three layers: virtualized storage at the bottom, upon which a layer for digital object management mediates to end-user applications. Note that none of the layers is called “repository”,
since the repository really is distributed across the layers. Each layer adds another level of abstraction to the content named as physical, logical, and conceptual, which is inspired by
Thibodeau [66] and is reflected in the federation interface as well (see below).
The interfaces between the layers are more than merely conceptual borders of an architectural
concept. It is these interfaces that enable mixing various repository components and external
services in a decentralized manner to form a single repository environment. This means that
an infrastructure for repository storage could serve multiple object management layers or vice
versa, and equally any external service or end-user oriented application could build on one or
many infrastructures and object management layers. This is essentially the kinds of scenarios
presented below.
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Figure 2. Schematic Repository Reference Architecture consisting of 3 layers (file, object, and
application in rising abstraction), as well as two interfaces between the layers – the Open
Storage and the Federation interfaces, which are the key interoperability channels of Open
Repository Environments.
Federation mechanisms lie in between the object and the application layers. The federation
interface actually is a cluster of mechanisms to achieve interoperability between diverse
agents in an open repository environment. These mechanisms are capable of interweaving
multiple repositories, respectively of enabling interaction between repositories and other
agents.

Figure 3. Open Storage and Federation Interfaces.

2. Federation Scenarios
Digital objects are often of interest in multiple contexts: publications may be disseminated
through institutional as well as thematic repositories; research data may be created in a specific project and later re-used in another, maybe inter-disciplinary or inter-institutional project; and many other such situations are conceivable. A more detailed discussion in the next
section analyses federation and develops novel federation mechanisms. In this section, we list
three federation activities to give an idea of the kinds of environments enabled by federation.
The most prevalent use case for federation as yet is search across multiple repositories. Today
many universities have their own institutional repositories. Initiatives like DARE2 and
DRIVER3 establish central portals to search for publications on a national respectively European level. Other than the federations of research publications in DARE and DRIVER, the
2
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Europeana4 initiative addresses research data and aims to pool all digitisations of cultural material in Europe.
SDMX, the Statistical Data and Metadata eXchange5, is “an initiative to foster standards for
the exchange of statistical information”, sponsored amongst others by national statistical offices, the World Bank, and the United Nations. Amongst the challenges for SDMX is the requirement to accommodate partners in remote areas (e.g. Africa), and to ensure that any updates even in remote countries are immediately propagated throughout the whole federation of
global partners. To enable interoperability, SDMX includes metadata schemas as well as
guidelines for web services [59] to interconnect statistical databases around the world.
The project TIPR, Towards Interoperable Preservation Repositories, federates preservation
repositories including three university repositories based on heterogenous software platforms.
As part of this federation, digital objects are replicated and distributed to the dispersed repositories. TIPR‟s goal is to ensure the longevity of the digital object. [20]
Other than in the case of the Open Storage Interface, there are various attempts for federating
repositories on an object level. However, as the scenarios described below underline, current
approaches are fragmented and often insufficient for contexts other than open access publication repositories. While there will never be a single, final solution to repository federation, we
discuss an extended federation model in the next section. At this point we would only like to
mention the two orthogonal types of federation and two prototypical and popular federation
protocols:
Federated content – Combining multiple repositories in a single application increases
both the exposure of the objects as well as the value of the application. Therefore, federation protocols have been created independently in various communities, including the following. Apart from protocols, metadata sets like Dublin Core6, encapsulation formats like
METS7, schemas like PREMIS8 or other standards are of relevance when federating repositories.
 Z39.509 for querying library catalogues has been developed in 1988, and became a
NISO standard in 1992. The protocol was widely spread and still is. Its successor
SRU/W10 better suits the current web environment, and it is embedded in ongoing work
for extending search/retrieve interfaces.
 The Protocol for Metadata Harvesting, OAI-PMH11, was first released in 2001 to connect disparate library catalogues. Spurred by the open access movement [13] it quickly
became a de facto standard. In September 2009, OAIster, a “union catalog” for digital
resources12, cross-referenced more than 1100 repositories by way of the OAI-PMH protocol and their more than 23 million digital resources. Apart from harvesting publications, OAI-PMH has been employed in other contexts as well ([24, 46, 56]).
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Multiple applications – Embedding objects in multiple applications environments – the
orthogonal federation mechanism to embedding objects from multiple repositories in a single application – has not found as much attention as its counterpart. Many repositories today offer interfaces or programming libraries to build custom applications on top of the repository infrastructure. However, there are as yet no standards that would enable an application to move from one repository platform to another. It may be argued to which extent
that is useful and there will likely always be custom interfaces, yet some aspects may be
covered by standards to ensure portability where needed.
The newly issued OAI-ORE standard13 covers one aspect of this: object representation.
OAI-ORE is a format specification for serialising digital objects expressed in RDF-based
Resource Maps. Version 1.0 of OAI-ORE has been released in October 2008. Being the
cousin of OAI-PMH, OAI-ORE has much attention guaranteed. Some of the future use
cases it mentions include "applications that support authoring, deposit, exchange, visualization, reuse, and preservation."
The scenarios describe aspects of open repository environments, which build upon interweaving distinct repositories or outsourcing functionalities to external services and infrastructure.
Existing repository federations (e.g. DRIVER, DARE, Europeana – see above) fail to satisfy
the requirements put forth by open repository environments, since – as opposed to those traditional federation mechanisms – an open repository environment (a) deals with material that
changes frequently and needs to propagate those changes in a timely manner, it (b) includes
non-repository agents (e.g. format registries, migration services, visualisation of content networks), and (c) it enables interoperability on multiple layers of abstraction. [9] The following
scenarios display all these features, and they are clustered along two interoperability levels,
object storage and federation.
“In the future there will be only one (virtual) repository” – this is one of the visions for repository infrastructure formulated at the repository workshop at the Open Grid Forum Barcelona
[7]. In fact, there are today various initiatives striving to federate physically distinct repositories into a single virtual repository, including DRIVER, DARE and Europeana. Content in
those cases is dispersed over various locations for historical or for organizational reasons (e.g.
each university library establishes its own institutional repository). In their integration efforts,
the goal of all these initiatives is to build a single portal that provides access to these dispersed
locations.
However, these initiatives predominantly focus on exchanging metadata about publications.
In the case of the three initiatives mentioned above, all of them employ the prevalent Protocol
for Metadata Harvesting of the Open Archives Initiative, OAI-PMH.The limitations of these
kinds of federations are becoming apparent as repositories are increasingly managing research
data (as opposed to publications), and multiple repositories are exchanging that research data
for reuse (as opposed to only exchanging the metadata for viewing). [2, 10, 47] Also, the
aforementioned federations usually just take whatever they can get. More fine-grained control
over the federation may be required for building thematic collections composed of selected
pieces from various repositories, or in the case of inter-disciplinary and inter-institutional projects.
In other words, the requirements on federation in open repository environments are very
unlike traditional federation mechanisms. Various initiatives recognised this, including [17],
who call for repository interoperability and Next Generation Services, which enable “deep
sharing through experimentation with aggregation other than metadata harvesting, resulting in
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the capacity to move digital objects from domain to domain, along with the ability to modify
and re-deposit them in a different location in the process.”
The following three scenarios discuss respectively the federation of data (scenario A), sharing
metadata of frequently changing objects or collections (scenario B), as well as exchanging
data with external, non-repository agents (scenario C).
Scenario A: Scientific Analysis
Particularly in the humanities, research is not confined to a single location but often includes
material from dispersed locations. [8] Each of these locations may have an institutional repository with relevant material for a specific research question that bridges all those locations.
In this scenario, these distinct repositories federate without changing the underlying technologies, offering search and analysis across their collections in a dedicated portal. With the
emergence of more and more repository-based research environments, the need for scientific
analysis of repository contents is likely to increase. [2, 46, 68] The kinds of analysis conducted by such a joint portal can be manifold. Federation mechanisms should not constrain
analysis technologies, and they should not constrain the kind of objects to be shared both with
regards to their content and their metadata.
In particular, we would like to point out two challenges that analysis functions may pose on
the scalability of the overall system. First, an analysis technology could be very resourceintense even when applied to only a single repository, yet should not bring down the performance of the repository. Retrieval or clustering techniques are just two of the fields offering
dedicated analysis methods that are very resource-intense, yet may be of interest to repository-based research environments. [53, 65] The second challenge mentioned here is that fastchanging content should not bring down the scalability of the overall system, even as many
repositories join the federation. Fast-changing content requires an immediate link between the
numerous repositories and their joint analysis portal to avoid inconsistencies, and may hence
increase the communication demand significantly compared to immutable content.
Scenario B: Task Tracking
An early step in many research activities in the humanities is the collation and preparation of
the material to be addressed. [64] This step may involve a variety of tasks, for multiple people, in dispersed locations. A typical research preparation phase in the humanities may involve an actual visit to an archive for a specific manuscript, digitisation of some selected
pages, and eventually their transcription, mark-up, and annotation in a machine-readable format. Depending on the size of the project and the availability of the material, this process may
take weeks or even years. [70] Consequently, task management is essential for many collaborative projects, and the particular challenge in this use case pertains to its distributed nature,
which may involve multiple independent repository systems. A system supporting task management in distributed teams monitors changes to the material in its distinct sources (e.g.
newly incoming digitisations, updates to transcriptions), and allows researchers to annotate
the state of the material and to distribute tasks among team members.
Initiatives currently employ a variety of generic software packages [25]. Dedicated solutions
are emerging for digitisation workflows [33] or as part of large editing systems [32]. However, we are not aware of any existing solution that spans multiple sources. To enable the construction of such systems in the first place, federation mechanisms are needed to read the
metadata of available material from various sources, keep track of changes to those sources
and material, and integrating the material (without necessarily extracting it from its original
source).
Scenario C: Out-Sourcing Preservation Actions
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The preservation of objects over long periods of time [14, 63] is a key challenge for repositories, in the face of the rapid advance of hard- and software environments. The importance of
taking preservation actions has already shown in many spectacular cases, where important
research data has been lost: up to 20 percent of the data of NASA‟s 1976 Viking mission to
Mars have been lost [61]; satellite data recorded in the 1970s, which was to be used to identify ecological trends in South America‟s Amazon Basin, have been lost; and there are many
more such negative examples (also in non-scientific contexts) [34, 44]. Trusted digital repositories [55] are assigned to reliably preserve their contents over time. Preservation of digital
objects may involve strategies like migration, where files and metadata are transferred into
newer or more stable formats, before old formats run danger of becoming obsolete. [71] This
migration process – or “conversion” as the technical aspects of transferring an object into another format is called – may need to be conducted external to the repository for two reasons.
[29] First of all, batch conversion – e.g. of all TIFF files to JPEG2000, or all PDF files to
PDF/A [54] – may be compute-intense and hence it should not be conducted directly on the
live repository server. At the same time, there may already be external services that offer conversion capabilities, and a repository that receives a myriad of different formats on ingest may
not be in the place of providing dedicated conversion services for all of these formats. [52]

3. Technical Aspects
3.1. Federation Patterns
Repository federation encompasses viewing, re-using or processing both, individual objects as
well as entire sets of objects, between independent software agents. The agents involved can
be digital repositories or any other software agent in a repository environment (e.g. registries,
added-value services).
Some of the challenges that are addressed by federation patterns to a different degree include
 efficiency – Efficiency in a federated environment is particularly dependent on the multiple, independent agents. Each additional agent raises the risk that the low performance of
that one agent impacts detrimentally on the overall performance of the whole federation.
 consistency, completeness – As digital objects are duplicated and passed between independent agents, consistency issues may arise. Particularly in environments where objects
change frequently, clients may hence be presented with old versions of an object or with
processing results building on such old versions. Likewise, delays in the propagation of a
newly added object through the federation may lead to an incomplete state at federated
agents.
 scalability – The overall performance of a federation should not degrade with an increasing number of agents.
 openness – This thesis argues that openness is one of the key properties of federations. In
particular, it characterises „openness‟ to be constituted of the three attributes looselycoupled, simple, and decentralised (see above).
 standard – Enabling openness and decentralisation indirectly calls for a minimum level of
standardisation or also the flexibility to embed standards with regard to syntax, semantics,
or structure, since standards support the implementation of federation mechanisms into decentralised agents that build on heterogeneous platforms and are governed independently.
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3.1.1. Distributed Query
A Distributed Query essentially is the composition of multiple Client/Server interactions, as a
query is sent to multiple sources and the responses are subsequently integrated into a single
result set. The client must know all sources, and ideally the sources all provide a single standard interface for the query. Result sets can be filtered through adaptation of the query; responses can be transformed on delivery either through re-representation services or workflows.

Application Context: A Distributed Query pattern is best used in a setting where objects in the
disparate sources may change frequently and at any time. At the same time, however, the client wants to access the very latest object versions, and consistency problems between the
various sources need to be avoided. Another reason to opt for a Distributed Query pattern for
repository federation may be technical constraints (e.g. large size) or legal restrictions, as the
data remains at the source institution (other than in the case of Notification or Harvest patterns, see below).
Forces: Even with dedicated server interfaces, Distributed Queries are often difficult to integrate along both, efficiency and content at the same time. A Query is often dependent on the
slowest server, when clients aim to integrate the various responses into a single result set.
Thus, particularly in decentralised environments where clients have little influence on the
source‟s quality of service, slow response times of some sources may be prohibitive for adequate results. Underlining this, the Resource Discovery Network (RDN) was finding that even
with only “five subject gateways in its cross search there were problems of poor performance”
[21].
Exemplary Implementations: There are various implementations of the Distributed Query pattern in the repository community. Z39.50 for querying library catalogues has been around
since 1988. Z39.50 was widely spread and still is, along with its successor SRU/W that is
based on web services respectively REST. While Z39.50 and SRU/W merely exchange object
metadata, other messages are conceivable including added-value services [48, 67].
One of the notable implementations in other communities is SDMX (see above), the protocol
for Statistical Data and Metadata eXchange supports federations that may span numerous organisations around the globe. SDMX has been chosen, since statistical data are often subject
to licenses and cannot be hosted outside of the creator‟s organisational environment. Another
characteristic in the statistical data domain, that makes Distributed Query the suitable pattern,
are the rigid consistency requirements in the face of frequent update cycles.
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3.1.2. Harvest
An intermediary between source and client – the harvester – collects all the relevant data from
disparate sources, and provides a single, integrated portal to the client. Regular harvest cycles
ensure that the data gathered by the harvester remains up-to-date. The harvest mechanisms
may amongst other vary as to how the sources are identified, how often harvest cycles are performed, and whether a follow-up harvest cycle only updates changed data (iterative) or recollects all the data regardless of whether or not it was updated (complete).
Filtering of the objects to be exchanged occurs in the communication between the source and
the harvester, if the source provides relevant stubs. A transformation of objects can theoretically be conducted during the harvest, though we are not aware of any respective implementation in practice.

Application Context: The Harvest pattern de-couples the client from the server thereby scaling the communication in the federation down from multiple tiers to only two: the client and
the harvester. This potentially improves the response time for clients considerably. Therefore,
the Harvest pattern is suitable for decentralised environments, in which independent sources
may not offer adequate quality of service with regard to their response time.
Furthermore, as is outlined in the next paragraph, the Harvest pattern is best used in environments where digital objects change infrequently due to the potential data inconsistencies introduced by the Harvester.
Forces: The redundant storage of data may introduce inconsistencies to the original, which is
further aggravated through infrequent updates. Infrequent updates, in turn, may be enforced
on the overall system as harvest cycles potentially take considerable time, depending on the
size of the federation, server response, and the size and complexity of the digital objects involved. [11]
Pattern Details: Harvesters such as those for web search engines are well researched, and
there are relevant experiences from this community. [36] However, there are some differences
to harvesting mechanisms in repository environments that we will focus on in the following.
With regard to the potential inconsistencies and the load on the harvester, as mentioned
above, the key mechanism is data selection: which object should be downloaded, and when?
There must be a mechanism for identifying objects in the first place, and in the following we
present three conceivable mechanisms.
 Web search engines usually follow-up the links parsed out of the harvested data, thereby
establishing a self-referencing network of web resources. This is not feasible in repository
environments, which mostly lack such densely linked content.
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 In another approach, the server brokers the data to the harvester. In one way to achieve
this, the server passes the ID of the next object along with a harvested resource (a “resumption token”). However, this either introduces state between the server and the client which
potentially affects the robustness of the system, or it may lead to inconsistencies if the list
of objects changes during the harvesting cycle. [49]
 In an alternative approach, the repository or other object source needs to provide a list of
its objects. The way such a list is provided may vary from merely a plain list, to a list with
details about when the object was last updated, to a dynamic list that can be queried for
specific object attributes including last update. [12]
An additional impact on the overall efficiency of the system can be achieved by including information about the last update of an object and other metadata in the selection decision.
Metadata about the last update may be useful, in case a harvester re-visits a source to only retrieve the objects that were updated since its last visit – iterative harvesting rather than complete harvesting rounds. More extensive filtering may be applied at this point of selection.
Exemplary Implementations: The Harvest pattern is well known in the repository community
due to its implementation in OAI-PMH – probably the most prevalent federation mechanism
today (see above). OAI-PMH is geared at harvesting purely metadata, not the actual content
of an object. However, the protocol has been employed in various contexts (e.g. [24, 46, 56])
and it has also been tweaked to harvest whole objects marked up in METS or MPEG-DIDL
[69]. One may argue though that these adaptations on OAI-PMH were mainly driven by the
prevalence of OAI-PMH, not because OAI-PMH is really the most suitable technology for
use cases other than metadata harvesting.
At the same time, we are not aware of any other significant implementation of the Harvest
pattern The low occurrence of alternative harvesting mechanisms to OAI-PMH in repository
environments notwithstanding, it is quite simple to implement the Harvest pattern ad hoc using other existing mechanisms. For example, “sitemaps” [57] offer the crawlers of web search
engines a standard entry point to the contents of web sites, and it could equally be used to expose repository contents for harvesting by repository services. Sitemaps also offers a lastmod
field that encodes the object‟s last modification date, to support iterative harvesting.
Taking this one step further unveils a connection between the Harvest and the Hybrid Notification pattern (see below). The Sitemaps exposing the repository contents (exemplary described above as an alternative mechanism for the Harvest pattern) are very similar to exposing repository contents via an Atom feed (an exemplary implementation suggested for the
Hybrid Notification mechanism). Similarly, recurrent iterative harvesting cycles are comparable to polling the message queue. The only difference between the two patterns is that for the
Harvest pattern a complete list of objects (and object metadata including the last update) is
exposed, whereas Atom-feeds provide a history of repository events and hence can only infer
the complete list by reconstructing the current state.
In conclusion, the Sitemaps-based harvesting shows that the Harvest pattern is a universal pattern that is not tied to OAI-PMH or any specific technology. Furthermore, the touching point
between iterative harvesting and hybrid notification can be interpreted as an indicator of the
completeness of the pattern language at this point.

3.1.3. Notification
In a Notification pattern, the source sends out messages on repository events. Triggers for notifications can be e.g. CrUD events – the creation, update, or deletion of an object in the repository –, which allows the client to stay in sync with the current state of the repository. A
1
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common focus on CrUD events could facilitate a standard interface across heterogeneous
agents, yet specialised notifications are conceivable.
We distinguish between two sub-patterns of Notification: Notification by Registration, and a
Hybrid Push/Poll Notification, which are described below. Both build on the availability of a
message channel, which conveys the notifications from the source to the client. Filters can be
applied during the exposure into the channel respectively on read.

Application Context: Notification is particularly suited for federation topologies where the
agents are synchronised in their state, and need information about repository events as they
occur. Once many independent agents need to be synchronised, a Notification pattern is more
timely than Harvest, and more robust than a Distributed Query pattern by its direct, yet decoupled communication between the source and the client. [39]
Forces: A Notification pattern requires the setup of a suitable message channel where messages are actively exposed by the source. Particularly in approaches that are by Registration,
the reliability of this channel is of key importance. Also and particularly in a Hybrid approach, the latency of transporting the message from source to client must be taken into account.
Pattern Details: Notifications can be interpreted as the opposite of the Distributed Query
mechanism. While in a Query the client requests information from a set of sources in a lower
architectural layer, notifications are triggered by low-level events and passed on to higher
level services. [19] The implementation of e.g. an Observer pattern on CrUD events allows
the client to follow state changes in the repository as they occur. [18]
A Notification pattern builds on a message channel, and we distinguish broadly two approaches of how such a channel can be implemented. The first approach is “by Registration”,
with some messaging frameworks distinguishing between publish-subscribe (one-to-many)
and point-to-point (one-to-one) models. [40, 72]
Both messaging models require an event mechanism that allows subscription in the publishsubscribe model (which delivers immediately on the occurrence of an event), or the creation
of a dedicated queue in the point-to-point model (which delivers on consumption, and hence
reliably delivers messages). Because of the registration and since the notifications are passed
on without delay, this pattern is often used in more tightly-coupled environments.
In contrast to these registration-based notifications, Hybrid push/poll notifications (many-tomany) can be initiated without any communication between the agents and are hence more
decoupled. Instead of the subscription process or a dedicated queue, consumers retrieve notifications from a broker. This broker may offer a notification history, such that a client can
1
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look up past notifications or it may be offline when a notification is sent and retrieve it later
whenever convenient. This increased decoupling and robustness comes at the cost of immediacy, since the consumer needs to actively retrieve the notification. In the worst case a delay of
a whole poll cycle is needed until a notification is retrieved. However, this impact is generally
not seen as critical as pointed out e.g. by the cloud infrastructure provider Bycast [58]. Bycast‟s Hybrid push/poll notification system is at the core of its cloud infrastructure, and as a
mechanism for its broker, it employs the Atom syndication protocol.
Exemplary Implementations: Few repositories have adopted message-oriented middleware for
coordinating repository-internal processes. Since version 3.0, Fedora implements the Java
Messaging Service JMS [30]. Fedora sends notifications on all calls to its API-M, which includes CRUD operations on objects, datastreams, and relations. At the time of writing,
DSpace is preparing a new event system for the release of its version 2.0. [50]
The probably most comprehensive implementation of messaging is in place in the iRODS
rules system that is triggered through administrative actions. [51] The iRODS rule system
provides a customizable framework for executing tasks – so-called "microservices" – on occurrence of definable events. In a way, rules register microservices with specific events, and
because of this basic similarity we can classify rules as event-based notifications. However,
rules go beyond notifications since they are capable of defining microservice workflows. [16]
All these messaging frameworks existing in repository installations, however, are systeminternal. We are not aware of an open approach that is employed as a federation mechanism
across heterogeneous agents in a repository environment. A first step towards such a Notification-based Federation could be a Hybrid Notification based on the Atom protocol. Since
Atom is an XML-based standard, it enables communication across heterogeneous agents with
different software bases. As mentioned above, implementations of a Hybrid Notification pattern are considered viable even in a multi-agent environment where timing is an issue and
hence frequent poll-cycles are required. [45, 58] Its embedding into the web architecture may
be conducive to this, as conditional HTTP GET requests and common caching mechanisms in
web proxies minimise the impact of short polling cycles by consumers.
Yet, such an Atom-based Hybrid Notification pattern remains to be tested in a repository environment. In the following section we describe a prototype for that, which was developed for
TextGrid in the context of the DARIAH e-Humanities infrastructure.

3.2. An Atom-based Repository Federation
After the previous sections introduced the context and concept of Federation patterns, this
section presents an actual federation environment with multiple repositories and other independent agents. This environment will establish DARIAH, a closely-knit, yet open repository
infrastructure for the humanities. [4, 10] The close interaction between the heterogeneous
agents calls for a Notification-based federation approach. Therefore, this section illustrates the
application of Atom-based Hybrid Notification.
DARIAH is a project in the framework of the European Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures (ESFRI) [28] and is currently in its initial phase. ESFRI projects are designed to
offer research communities essential infrastructure for decades to come, e.g. a large telescope
for astronomy and an icebreaker ship for the polar sciences. For the humanities, DARIAH
builds a digital infrastructure to share cultural artefacts, re-use existing tools, and collaborate
across institutional, cultural, and disciplinary boundaries. Partners in DARIAH include researchers and humanities centres, including DANS (Data Archiving and Networked Services)
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in the Netherlands, the Centre for e-Research (CeRCH) at King‟s College London, as well as
the State and University Library Goettingen, Germany.
The goals for the DARIAH repository infrastructure lie particularly in the combination of two
characteristics: the repositories should remain independent, grow and evolve over time, and
interact with other agents (hence open), while the contents in DARIAH and functionalities
provided through DARIAH should be accessible to the researcher as if DARIAH was a single
platform (hence closely-knit). Foremost, as a virtual research environment that supports active
research, resources in DARIAH may change over time and in an early stage of creation they
may indeed be private. These prerequisites – decentralised, heterogeneous agents that need to
stay in sync with the state of other agents; with digital objects that may change frequently –
call for a Notification-based approach.
The DARIAH test environment for linking heterogeneous repositories spans three different
systems: TextGrid, iRODS, and Fedora. In order to synchronise the states of the three repositories, notifications are sent to the respective other repositories on the creation or modification
of a digital object. In the production environment this mechanism will be used to replicate
data across multiple sites, and to update external applications such as search and analysis
about changes made in any of the DARIAH sites. Both, iRODS and Fedora offer internal
event mechanisms – iRODS through its rules/microservices [51], and Fedora implements the
Java Message Service JMS [30].

The exposure of repository events via Atom can be directly integrated into these event
mechanisms. While TextGrid does not offer an internal event mechanism, the TG-crud interface handles all updates to objects in TextGrid and it can easily be adapted to expose object
creation or modification. The Atom feeds from the three repositories are all handled via a single Apache Abdera14 server. While the production environment will likely consist of multiple
Atom servers, a central server is sufficient for the test environment.

14

http://abdera.apache.org/
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The repositories poll the feeds of the respective other servers and thereby synchronise with
their states. As an additional feature, a repository may offer multiple feeds via the Atom
server – e.g. one feed exposes all the objects, whereas others may only expose specific format
types such as only XML objects. This type of server-side filtering is more efficient for both
client and server – for the client since it does not need to filter itself based on the metadata of
the object, for the server since this will reduce overall polling.
The reason for why this will reduce overall polling at the server is related to the fact that
Atom feeds are HTTP-based services, embedded in the web architecture, and hence also supported by the infrastructure of proxies and caching servers. Furthermore, polling an Atom
feed that is unchanged only puts minimal load on the Atom server.
Specifically, conditional HTTP GET‟s (i.e. the HTTP header „If-Modified-Since„) ensure on a
HTTP level that the feed is only downloaded if it actually changed. In conclusion, we have
presented the DARIAH research infrastructure for the humanities, the diversity of its collections and the vision of an open environment of decentralised agents. To ensure coherence
among these decentralised agents as well as in communication with related initiatives, the
DARIAH federation builds on an Atom-based notification pattern as one of its key design
ideas. An experimental setup that links TextGrid, an iRODS and a Fedora test server have
demonstrated the viability of this approach.
But how do these results relate to the federation scenarios put forth in section 2 – specifically
Scientific Analysis and Task Management?
Search and Analysis is a recurrent requirement in the DARIAH environment. However, a
simple Google-type search is insufficient for a scientific environment. Specialised analysis
services may process various types of data and their metadata, including images and sound. In
other words, rather than providing a generic search portal, DARIAH aims to facilitate the
creation of external search and analysis services, such that any community or project can develop their own portal. Thereby, one-time analysis efforts that research a specific question on
a specific set of digital objects are offered possibilities to harvest the objects into a dedicated
analysis environment. Ongoing services that grow with the availability of new material are
provided with notifications about object creation, update, or deletion. The infrastructure therefore has to support various protocols and patterns, to allow for different approaches to system
interoperability.

Just like this infrastructure aims to support various approaches to system interoperability, it
equally aims to expose its content in different formats to facilitate different approaches to object interoperability. To underline this, the Task Management scenario is similar to the search
and analysis portals described above, yet it operates purely on the object metadata and
whether objects are available in the first place. Thereby, the exposure of object metadata
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through a Query or a Notification pattern, as well as adequate filters enable the implementation of a Task Management application.

DARIAH aims to foster interoperability of these mechanisms across the diverse repositories
and other agents in the DARIAH infrastructure – like TextGrid services or the TextGrid Repository. This allows that external agents can embed their own application environments into
this infrastructure, just like it enables the Scientific Analysis and the Task management scenarios.

4. Next Steps
Decentralised information environments are emerging, in which a repository is but one agent
among a multitude of others. To name just some of the conceivable scenarios of such environments, repositories may replicate relevant objects of another source (e.g. institutional vs.
thematic repositories), parts of a single digital object may be spread over various repositories
(e.g. e-Publications with DRIVER15), repositories may depend upon external re-representation
and preservation services [73].
Rather than convergence to a small set of concepts and technologies, we are expecting diversity and decentralisation to increase in repository federations. New application contexts of repositories (e.g. data-driven research, enterprise systems) and subsequently changing requirements to repository infrastructure, as well as the ongoing integration of new technologies (e.g.
Linked Data16, clouds as in DuraCloud17) in the field seem to point that way. In the face of
this growth and diversity, the approach presented in this paper may contribute to a more structured discussion and avoid disintegration and redundancies within the repository community
The design of TextGrid is grounded in the organisational and social context of research in the
humanities. The principles – generic infrastructure, specialised functionalities, and participation – can be mapped onto the current TextGrid architecture or open repository environments
in general. As a factor for encouraging participation and lowering entry barriers, layered approaches put themselves forward also for organisational aspects:
A layered approach manifests itself in various aspects, including data, services and preservation stores. To illustrate the TextGrid collaboration layers on data:

15

http://www.driver-repository.eu/Enhanced-Publications.html

16

http://linkeddata.org/

17

http://www.duraspace.org/duracloud.php
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 any data format can be uploaded, TextGrid ensures bit-preservation
 metadata facilitates data management and retrieval (metadata-based search)
 by uploadig XML-based texts, a series of services can be used on the data including
streaming tools, an XML-editor, and other functionalities
 if the XML follows TEI encoding, TextGrid offers graphical editing, metadata extraction,
and other functionalities
 defining a mapping to the TextGrid recommendation for a TEI baseline encoding allows
interoperability on a semantic level
In its design of the incentive approach, TextGrid follows the experiences of collaborative environments. [74] The user can do whatever she wants, but by being interoperable and compliant to TextGrid recommendations she increases exposure and is provided with more functionality in the TextGrid virtual research environment.
Layered conventions are e.g. conceivable for both data and service interoperability, reaching
from low interoperability with a low entry barrier to high interoperability and hence a high
value for re-use and collaboration. TextGrid supports the creation of such layered community
conventions with the same mechanisms with which it supports the fusion of generic infrastructure and specialised functionalities in a single environment.
While the robust flexibility of TextGrid facilitates all these principles, they are essentially social and organisational notions rather than technical ones. In other words, while the technology is ready to support what is needed, this openness requires a higher level of organisation
within the user community. Other open repository environments may therefore opt to constrict
the openness to suit the community. A key role in this organisational process may be played
by the Confederation of Open Access Repositories (COAR)18.
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